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About This Content

Take revenge for the kidnapping of your friend made by the drug mafia.

Tasks in Mexico - The Beginning is a new set of tactical puzzles for the 'Tactics' game mode.
Each one of those 12 new missions is a challenge for your intellect and ingenuity!!!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct3D9 compatable

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: SB16 compatible

English,Russian
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This was a great time waster game while it worked, but unfortunately it no longer runs. It's a shame, because I enjoyed my
fantasy campaigns which didn't end with an orange turd becoming president. Should it start working again, I'll be more than
happy to update this review to make it positive.. This game sucks big donkey balls.. not the worst but close. This game is much
better than the first; the layout looks a lot nicer and is a lot clearer + intuitive, the game is less performance-demanding, the
insults are better + make a lot more sense... the list goes on, with other reviews having covered why it's better. If you liked the
first one, you'll definitely like this one; if you found merits with the first one but were frustrated with its limitations like me,
you'll probably like this one; if you've never played either game in this series but are interested, don't bother with the first one
and get this one since this just adds on to the previous game and doesn't subtract anything from it. Summary: a worthy follow-up
that fixed most issues (at least the most nagging ones), improved performance and built on the original game's strengths.. Here's
something to think about if you are considering this game:

Have you ever wondered if a game was worth it, and went on YouTube and watched one of those "first 15 minutes of gameplay"
videos? If you were to do that here, you will have seen the entire game. If you bought it for yourself, then, you would see those
same few images and nothing else.

Developers please add more content! So far it was entertaining but after 15-20 minutes you are 100% done the game. Choices
don't seem to affect the outcome? Played through twice and chose different things and so far it seems like a pretty canned 20
minute experience.

BUT I LIKE WHAT YOU DID.

DO MORE.

Make it like 2-3 hours at LEAST.

Edit: I am very willing to change my review to "Recommended" if there is new content appearing. If there are differences
within the game for the choices you make, or any sort of feature that makes the game last a bit longer, it is something I look
forward to.. The best platform without cheaters. I wanted to like this game as much as the first, but between the lag, the bugs
and the pacing, I just can't do it. While still enjoyable, it was a lot more difficult to get through and I found the story a lot more
confuising, not really providing any answers that were raised in the first game, instead just leaving you with more questions that,
due to the length of some of the puzzles and back and forthing, you often forget what you are doing.

I still think it has potential, so hopefully, if it ever gets a third, it can successfully answer everything, and hopefully this game
can be debugged to run more smoothly so as you can enjoy the story properly like the first game.. I've bought this game just to
fill my 10-minute-breaks from homework with a simple and short game like this one looked like.

But what I've found is not only a minimalistic and funny game but extremely challenging and CATCHY one.

You won't ever get bored, even replaying the same stage over and over to improve your own times is really entertaining, funny
and satisfactory.

The music starts being simple but it gets more complex (like adding instruments\/tracks) after reaching new sectors, that's
something that I didn't expect and was curious to find out.

The controls are simple (moving left, right, jumping and the "dive" button) and very responsive, so everytime you fail it will be
your own fault.

Also the level design is 10\/10, I've never seen a game with perfectly polished stages except for Super Meat boy, some are even
so beautiful to complete in the optimal path. If the dev reads this, just want to make you know that you're a god at designing
levels *clap*. Many devs should play and learn from this game.

I really think this game deserves way more love. I totally recommend it to everyone who likes platform\/time trial challenges. If
you enjoyed games like "10 second ninja", "Super Meat boy" or "Dustforce" just buy this one, you won't regret it.
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Overrall grade: 8.5\/10. Dubious control choices, menus that go nowhere. Ridiculously simple game, that somehow still seems
unfinished.
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This is exactly what you want when you go looking for a boss rush game.

The pixel art style is amazing to look at and hardly ever hinders gameplay.

High difficulty, but learning the patterns of bosses really gives you the feeling of progression towards the next boss.

All in all, a fun trip for anyone looking into the boss rush style.. THIS GUM (CHUCKLE) IS GREAT BUY IT NOW BUY IT
FOR YOUR FRIENDS GIVE IT THEM AS A JOKE AND TURNS OUT ITS GREAT I WAS SCREAMING OUTLOUD AT
MY FRIENDS WHEN THEY TRIED TO STEAL MY BLOODY STAR ITS GREAT BOUNCING ALL AROUND LIKE A
MAD MAN BUY IT NOW WHILE ITS CHEAP ITS THE BESTEST GUM (CHUCKLE X2) IN THE WORLD. 10\/10
Thanks for making it free and more "serious".

Oh yeah, I almost forgot, please kindly fist yourself, IW.. Great little aircraft based MOBA style game. Good balance and fast
based gameplay and a dev that interacts and listens to the community.. Do you want to launch Popsicles into space? How about an
unsolved Rubik's Cube to distract your gameplay? Or perhaps a bubble machine to calm your nerves as you optimize your
production?

If you answered "yes" to any of these questions, Offworld Trading Company - Conspicuous Consumption  is just for you!

But in all seriousness, I use the Popsicle offworld market and the bubble machine for an optimization center and it's quite
entertaining. If you fancy a good chuckle, wait for a sale, get it in a bundle, or just skip your next coffee.. best game of my
childhood. only game of my childhood. short but fun.
. I find this game lacking in comparison to other 4x space games. But for $22 it's alright. It's not a must have IMO, but if you must
add to your 4X space game collection, then I recommend getting this on sale.. I dont have any friends. This game is very short,
pretty boring, and confusing at times.
I honestly think it's not worth your time, as there other games by the same author that are way better and also free as well.
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